Fall 2014 Tree Options

Royal Raindrops Crabapple
Malus transitoria ‘JFS-KW5’
20’h x 15’w
Showy, wildlife
This unique crabapple has deep purple cutleaf foliage and beautiful pink flowers in the spring. The fruit holds on into the
winter to provide food for the birds and winter interest to your landscape. This easy to care for crabapple will do great in
any sunny spot.

Oak ‘Regal Prince’
Quercus x warei ‘Long’
40’h x 15’w
Energy Savings, Wildlife
This columnar oak is a perfect fit for narrow spaces. The glossy, bright green foliage on top makes way for a lighter green
on bottom, giving the tree a “two toned” appearance. The lime-green acorns, when young, provide ornamental
interest before turning brown in the fall. For maximum energy savings, plant this tree in full sun on the west or east side of
your home.
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Frontyard Linden
Tilia americana ‘Bailyard’
60’h x 40’w
Energy Savings, Wildlife
A more columnar variety of the traditional basswood, this tree is a perfect fit as a shade tree in a variety of conditions.
Fragrant flowers in June lay the framework for some of the best varieties of honey. For maximum energy conservation,
plant this sturdy native on the east or west side of your home. To prevent winter injury, be sure to provide trunk protection
when young.

Valley Forge Elm
Ulmus Americana ‘Valley Forge’
70’h x 60’w
Energy Savings, Fast Growing
Help restore the elm tradition in Minneapolis by planting this Dutch Elm Disease resistant tree. The Valley Forge Elm is a
tough tree with a classic vase shape of the American elm and nice yellow fall color. It is an incredibly fast grower and will
help improve water quality and reduce your energy needs especially when planted on the west or east side of your
property.
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Prairie Stature Oak
Quercus x bimundorum ‘Midwest’
40’h x 30’w
Energy Savings, Wildlife
This perfectly “petite” oak tree will still provide the energy savings and stately nature oak trees are known for. The Prairie
Stature oak tree features emerald green leaves during growing season that transform to a brilliant reddish purple color in
the fall. This is a fast growing oak tree and can withstand both cold temperatures and tough growing conditions. Plant in
full sun and you won’t be disappointed!
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